Introduction
During the past fifteen years a great deal of work has been done in building up a general theory of the linear difference equation in one independent variable, or linear ordinary difference equation^ No study seems to have been made, however, of the linear difference equation in more than one independent variable, or linear partial difference equation.
Essentially two distinct types of ordinary difference equations have been subjected to investigation: (i) that usually spoken of simply as the linear difference equation,^ and (ii) that which has received the name of linear q-difference equation.^ These suggest three types of linear partial difference equations in two independent variables, which (if we confine our attention to homogeneous equations) may be written as follows: It is the purpose of the present paper to develop a general theory of equations of the class (D'); equations of classes (A') and (C) will be treated later. For the most part the methods used are along the lines of those employed by Birkhoff* in his work on ordinary difference equations. In § 1, formal series solutions are found; § 2 is devoted to proving the convergence of these series. In § 3 are considered certain cases to which the methods of § § 1, 2 do not apply. The object of § 4 is to indicate that when |g| = |r| = 1, the equation in general has no analytic solution. The periodic functions which may be defined in terms of two solutions of an equation of this type are discussed in § 5. In § 6 a theorem is proved which is in part an inverse of the results obtained in the earlier work.
It should be observed that the chief results of the paper are immediately extensible to the case of an equation of the class (B1) in N independent variables; i. e., n av(x,y,..., w) g(qn'vx, rn'vy, ..., s»-v w) = 0.
v=0
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THE FORMAL SERIES SOLUTIONS
The equation of the nth order of the class (B') will be defined as » (1) 2pr(x, y) g(qn-"x, rn-'y) = 0,
in which q and r are real or complex constants not zero; the pv(x, y) are arbitrary known functions of the complex variables x and y and Po(x, y) ^ 0; and g(x, y) is the function to be determined. It is important to observe first of all that
Every equation of the nth order of the class (B') can be solved by determining the solutions of an associated system of n equations of the first order of the class (B').
In fact if we define 9i(x, y) = y(qi-1x, r^y) (i = 1,2, ...,n), the equation (1) is seen to be equivalent to the system gi(qx,ry) = gi+i(x,y) (i = 1,2, ...,n-1),
MX>y)yn(x,y).
Po (x,y) We propose to show that an equation of the type (1) can in general be solved when the coefficients pv (x, y) are polynomials in x and y.* In that case the coefficients in the equivalent system (2), with which we shall deal, will be rational functions. It is unnecessary, however, for us to develop a theory for the solution of a system of equations with rational coefficients, for
The solution of a system of n equations of the first order of the class (B') with rational coefficients can in general be made to depend upon the solution of a second such system with polynomial coefficients.
Proof. Let n gdqx,ry) = Znj(x,y)gj(x,y) (i -1,2, ...,»), or in the matrix notation (3) G(qx,ry) = R(x,y)0(x,y), be the given system. With no loss of generality it may and will be assumed that each rational function rij(x, y) is expressed as the quotient of : The problem is clearly the same as if the coefficients were taken to be rational functions. B{x'y) = lilhy)P{x,y)'
where P(x, y) is a matrix of polynomials. It will appear in the course of our later work (cf. § § 2, 3) that, d(x,y) being a polynomial, solutions can in general be found for the equation
Let one such solution be denoted by 0(x,y) and set 0(*,y)= 0(ly) 0(*,y);
It is the chief purpose of the present paper to find analytic solutions of the system (4) gi(qx,ry) = £pij(x,y) gj(x,y) (i = 1, 2, ..., n), where pa(x,y) is a polynomial Paix, y) = pa -\-Pijio x -\-paoi y-\--\-paim x1 ym.
In the matrix notation the system (4) is written (5) 0(qx,ry) = P(x,y) 0(x,y).
Iteration of this equation suggests as symbolic solutions the two infinite products of matrices p/iL JÜp/JL JL\plJL JL\... U' r) \q2' r2j ^\q" r*I ' P-1(x,y)P-l(qx,ry)P-1(q*x,r2y)....
Certain modifications of these will play an important part in our work.
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Among all the polynomials pa(x,y) there will be one (or more) whose degree in x is the greatest; let that degree be p: similarly there will be one (or more) whose degree in y is the greatest; let that degree be v. Then the following determinantal equations will be called the characteristic equations:
for (0,0), ¡pa -4«tf| = 0;
for (oo, oo), \PijMV -da tf'l = 0;
for (0, oo), \pi}ov -iii*"\ = 0;
for (oo, 0), \pm -dij a'"\ = 0 (¿v = {J j * j).
The roots of these equations will be designated respectively by o¿, o-¿, a", and ff"' (• -1, 2,..., n). Our attention will at first be confined to the case in which the roots°¿ , o¿, of, and ff£" are all different from zero.* We shall make the further restriction that f + s'V, %***,°J "J 4=N<V, ^A,qßrr (i±,j), for any ft and y which are positive integers or zero (but not both zero). Under these conditions and if we have \q\, \r\Azi, and if the roots of each characteristic equation are distinct, it is found by direct substitution and reckoning of the coefficients that the system (4) is satisfied formally (a) by each of n sets of functions
.
SnJ (x, y) = xPi [Snj + SnjW X + Snjoi y-\-] 0 = l,2,...,n), * A method by which solutions can frequently (in fact " in general " for the case of a single equation) be obtained when this condition does not hold will be given in § 3.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (6), and similarly (7), (8), and (9), are linearly independent. Throughout our work those determinations of log q and logr will be taken in which the coefficient of V-1 is positive or zero and less than 2n* We shall not assume, however, that the roots of each characteristic equation are distinct, but we shall make the hypothesis that the formal series solutions (6), (7), (8), and (9) do exist and that they are such that the following determinantal inequalities hold:
The n sets of formal solutions (6) are then linearly independent and constitute a matrix S(x, y) which is a formal matrix solution of the equation (5). The same statement may be made for the solutions (7), (8), and (9); let the respective matrices be denoted by S'(x,y), S"(x,y), and S'"(x,y).
It will be demonstrated (a) that if |g| and \r\ are both greater or both less than unity, the series in the matrix S(x, y) [S' (x, y)] converge uniformly and absolutely in the neighborhood of any placet (x, y) for which x and y respectively lie inside [outside] certain associated circles rx, r2 [Rx, R2] about the origins in their respective planes; and (b) that if one of the quantities | q | and | r | is greater and the other less than unity, the series in the matrix S" (x,y) [S'"(x, y)] converge uniformly and absolutely in the neighborhood of any place (x, y) for which x and y lie respectively inside [outside] and outside [inside] certain associated circles rx, R2 [Ri, r2] about the origins in their respective planes.
The most general analytic matrix solution of (5) is given by H(x,y) = G(x,y)A(x,y), * It is to be noted that the power of x occurring immediately before the bracketed series in each set of formal series solutions is not a uniquely determined factor; in place of x?i in (6), for example, we may equally well use ypi or (xy)ñ or, in fact, any function f(x,y) such that f(qx,ry) = cf(x,y), where c is a constant. t We shall find it convenient to think of the complex variables x and y as represented by points in two distinct planes. In conformity with the usual convention a pair of values of x and y will be spoken of as the place (x,y).
where 0(x,y) is any particular analytic matrix solution, and A(x,y) is any arbitrary matrix of analytic functions which possesses the multiplicative period system* (g, r) and whose determinant \A(x, y)\ is not identically zero.
Existence theorems
Of the four cases |g| íj 1, \r\ ïj 1 which are to be considered in this section, that in which both absolute values are greater than unity is wholly typical. We shall therefore confine ourselves in giving detailed discussion to
The Case of \q\, \r\ > 1.
It has been observed that the matrix 8(x,y) is a formal matrix solution of equation (5); that is, that 8(qx,ry) = P(x,y) 8(x,y).
Now the determinant \S(x,y)\ may be written
The element in the ith row and jth column of the inverse matrix is the quotient of the cofactor of the element in the jth row and ¿th column of this determinant by the determinant itself, and is therefore given by a series
Let T(x, y) denote the matrix obtained by breaking off the elements of S(x, y) so as to retain in the series only the terms of degree less than or equal to k-1, or more generally by replacing Sij(x,y) by tjj(x,y), where the series in the latter is convergent for (x, y) in the vicinity of the place (0,0) and has the same terms as the series in sy(x, y) up to and including those of degree k-1. We may then define a matrix Q(x,y) by the relation T(qx,ry) = Q(x,y) T(x,y).
* The matrix A{x,y) shall be said to possess the multiplicative period system (q,r) if A(qx, ry) = A(x,y).
The matrix Q(x, y) is a matrix of functions qa(x, y) each of which has an expansion in powers of x and y that agrees precisely with pa(x,y) up to and including terms of degree k-1. This follows upon comparing Q(x,y) = T(qx,ry) T-1(x,y) and P(x,y) = S(qx,ry) S~1(x,y);
for T(qx. ry) is the same as S(qx, ry) up to and including terms of degree k -1, and similarly for T~1(x,y) and S~1(x, y), because Uj(x,y) of T'1(x,y) is given by (11) up to and including terms of degree ä;-1. We therefore have
where M(x, y) is a matrix of power series in x and y whose lowest degree terms are of degree k or higher and which converge in the vicinity of the place (0, 0). Then N(x, y), defined by converges, for k sufficiently large, to a definite limit function Uij(x,y), independent of k, as m becomes infinite. This function is analytic throughout the entire finite x-and y-planes except perhaps at x = 0, and in this region is identical with the corresponding element Sy(x, y) of S(x,y).
Proof. We may write
The elements of T(x, y) are polynomials or series convergent in the vicinity of (0, 0) (multiplied by a power of x). In order to show that the elements of Pm(x,y) converge, it will be sufficient to prove that those of Pm(x,y) do.
We proceed to a proof of this fact. The matrix Pm(x,y) is the product of matrices of the type T-Hqx,ry)P(x,y)T(x,y) = 1 + T^ (x,y) N(x, y) T(x, y).
The second term is a matrix
where the ¿y (x, y) stand for power series in x and y whose lowest degree terms are of degree k or higher and which converge in the neighborhood of (0,0).
The matrix Pm(x,y) may now be written
The ith. element in the jth column (ifj = 1,2,... , n) iŝ m ; 0 (X, y) = Ôij -f-^g ty, (-ÍL -f ( 12) dy denoting the element in the ¿th row and jth column of the unit matrix.
where Pm(x,y) Let it next be noted that the product of two (and hence of AO matrices of the type of &(x,y) which differ only in the series X is another matrix of the same type. For, if the two factor matrices are 0(x, y) and Q'(x, y) and their product is &"(x,y), we have (denoting by [X] a series of the type X)
This remark makes it clear that we have
If jj is equal to the smaller of the two quantities \q\ and \r\ and if a; and y are inside certain associated circles rx, r2 about the origins in their respective planes, then the typical element in the ¿th term of the right-hand member of (13) is less in absolute value than
because when (x, y) is in this region all the functions Xy(x,y) are less than some constant M. Furthermore if s is a positive integer assigned arbitrarily, we can take k so large that the inequality pk\qPa~pfs\ > ps will hold for «, ft = 1, 2, ..., n. Let any positive integer s be assigned and a suitable k be found; it follows that the series (13) will then be less term by term in absolute value than the series v JL_i_ v1 y nM* kéi p^^kèik.Â+ip*^8 [July As m is allowed to increase without limit this series approaches the valu
since p is > 1 and s is a positive integer, is less than unity. The element in the ¿th row and ^'th column of Pm(x,y), after being multiplied by a/' Pj, therefore converges uniformly and absolutely to a function analytic in the neighborhood of places (x,y) such that \x\ is < n and \y\<r3. Hence each element of Pm(x,y) converges in a similar manner in the neighborhood of places (x, y) such that 0 Az \x\ <z.rif \y\<r2.
We may write
and apply the argument as above to Pm-t(x/qt, ylr1). It follows, since \q\ and \r\ are >1, that if any place (x, y) be assigned where x and y are in the finite parts of their respective planes and x 4= 0, t can be chosen so large that (xlq1) (Az 0) and y/r* will lie within the respective circles rt andr2. We conclude that the elements oîPm (x,y) converge to functions Uij(x, y) analytic over the entire finite parts of the x-and y-planes except at x = 0.
The functions My (x, y) are independent of k (so long as it is sufficiently large), because if k' is any second value for k and T'(x,y) the matrix corresponding to T(x,y), we may write
Then if the elements be expanded in a sum like (12) and m be allowed to become infinite, the resulting multiple series for ua(x,y) will be term by term identical with that obtained above.
It remains for us to show that if x and y are anywhere in the finite parts of their respective planes and x z\z 0, then Uy(x,y) = Sy(x, y). We shall first show this to be the case if ^(^O) and y are respectively within the associated circles rx,r3. Let (x,y) be any place in this region. For this pair upvalues the limit function ui¡(x,y) of the ith element in the jth column of Pm(x, y) differs from dy by a quantity less in absolute value than \x Pj-p,! 1 ÍI7. , nM\ L , nM n 11 \ p9 I \ p2s H which is itself less than But (\ln)\xPl-pi\\e^^-l).
y J_ _L_ Á pvs ' ' ps-i ' since l/ps is -< 1. Hence we have
If s (and with it k) be allowed to increase without limit, it is clear that u~ij(x,y) approaches dy. Therefore is
for we have shown Uy(x,y) to be independent of k, and as k becomes infinite tv(x, y) becomes Sy(x, y). Thus the function uy(x, y) is represented by Sy(x, y) for 0 :£ | x| <rt and \y\ <r2. But the function Uy(x,y) is analytic without singularities of any kind over the entire finite x-and î/-planes except at x = 0. Hence the power series in sv-(x, y) converges for all finite values of x and y and represents x~p¡ iiy (x, y) throughout this region; it follows that Uy(x, y) = Sy(x, y) in the region specified.
The proof of the theorem as stated is thus complete.
[July We may consider in a similar manner the matrix 6" (x, y). It has already been noted that this matrix is a second formal solution of the matrix equation (5); that is, that S'(qx, ry) = P(x, y) S(x, y), which, for our immediate purposes, may be written more conveniently as S'(x,y) = P-i(x,y)S'(qx,ry).
The element in the ¿th row and jth column of the inverse matrix is consequently seen to be
If T' (x, y) denotes the matrix obtained by replacing s'y (x, y) in S'(x, y) by ¿¿; (x, y) where the series in the latter is known to be convergent in the neighborhood of (oo; go) and has the same terms as the series in Sij (x, y) up to and including those of degree k -1 in 11x and lly, then we may define a matrix Q'_1 (x, y) by the relation T'(x,y) = Q'-\x,y)T'(qx,ry).
By comparison of Q'-Hx,y) = T'(x,y)T'-Hqx,ry) andP-l(x,y) = S'(x,y)S'-1(qx,ry), we see that Q'~1(x, y) is a matrix of functions ~qv-(x, y) of the form in which the series has exactly the same terms of degree less than k in 1/x and \ly as has x? y* Jfi (x, y), piJ (x, y) standing for the element in the ¿th row and jth column of the matrix P'1 (x, y). It follows that
where the elements of the matrix N' (x, y) are power series in 1/x and \ly which contain no terms of degree lower than k in these variables and which are convergent in the vicinity of (oo, o°).
We may now state Theorem I, B. Form the product of matrices n'm (x, y) = P-1 (x, y) P"1 (qx, ry)---P~l (qm~xx, rm~xy) T'(qmx, rmy).
Each element of LT'm (x, y) converges, for k sufficiently large, to a definite limit function Vy(x,y), independent of k, as m becomes infinite. This function is analytic throughout the finite x-and y-planes with the following exceptions: x = 0, y = 0, and places which are poles of an element of one of the matrices P~1(x,y), P~1(qx, ry),---. For x and y outside certain associated circles about the origins in their respective planes and x, y z\i oo, Vy(x,y) is identical with the corresponding element s'y(x,y) ofS'(x,y).
The proof of this theorem runs entirely parallel to that of Theorem I, A; we shall omit the details and pass on to the statement of the corresponding pair of theorems which hold in The Case of | q \, \ r | <1.
Here the two symbolic solutions of the equation (5), P(x/q, y/r) • P(x/q2, y/r2) • • • and P_1 (x, y) P_1 (qx, ry) • --, interchange the rôles which they played in the discussion of the preceding case. The theorems follow.
Theorem I, C. Form the product of matrices nm(x, y) = P"1 (x, y) P"1 (qx, ry)---P"1 (qm~1x, r^-^y) T(qmx, rmy).
Each element of nm(x, y) converges, for k sufficiently large, to a definite limit function Uy(x, y), independent of k, as m becomes infinite. This function is analytic throughout the finite x-and y-planes except perhaps at x = 0, and except at places which are poles of an element of one of the matrices P~1(x,y), P~1(qx, ry),---. For x and y inside certain associated circles n, r2 about the origins in their respective planes and Of course the iuj(x,y) and vv(x,y) of this case are entirely distinct from the solutions of the preceding case for which the same notation was used.
TJie Cases 0/ | g | > 1, | r | < 1 and |g-|<l, | r \ 3>1. It is in the discussion of these cases that the matrices S" (x, y) and 8" '(x,y) are of importance. We define a matrix T"(x,y) [T'"(x, y)] by replacing the series there by power series in x and 11 y [1/x and y] which are known to converge in the vicinity of the place (0, 00) [(00, 0)] and which agree precisely with the series in S"(x, y) [S'"(x,y)] up to and including terms of degree k-1 in x and 11 y [llx and y\. Proceeding in entirely the same way as before we can prove, in each of the two cases, two theorems analogous to those above. We shall not pause to state the theorems here; it will suffice to remark that in both cases the series in the matrix S" (x, y) [S'"(x, y)] converge for x and y respectively inside [outside] and outside [inside] certain associated circles rx,R2 [Ri, r2] about the origins in their respective planes, and that by means of the equation (5) itself, analytic or meromorphic solutions are defined throughout a more extended region.
In the existence theorems for each of the four cases, use is made of but two of the four formal matrix solutions ; for example, if | q | and | r | are both greater than unity, we have used only S(x, y) and S'(x, y). It would be of interest to know just what is the significance of the two remaining formal solutions.
3. The linear equation of the first order with polynomial coefficient for the case in which a characteristic equation has the root zero It will be recalled that in § 1 one of the restrictions which it was found necessary to make in order to obtain the formal solutions (6), (7), (8), and (9) is that the roots of each characteristic equation be all different from zero. An important particular case is that in which the system (4) consists of a single equation (i.e., when w = 1): g(qx, ry) = p(x, y) g(x, y), (14) p(x, y) -p-\-piox+poi y-\-hPftyXPy.
In this case if p = 0, the one root of the characteristic equation for (0,0) vanishes and no formal series solutions of the type (6) can be found. Then if | q | and \r\ are both > or < 1, one of the two solutions that are usually obtainable is lacking. We desire to show, however, that a solution can in general be found to take its place. We shall restrict our discusssion entirely to this case, although the method introduced is of rather general application. It can be used directly if | q | and | r | are both > or < 1 and a solution is missing because pMV = 0, and with slight modification if | q | is > 1 and \r\ is -< 1 or \q\ is <1 and \r\ is > 1 and a solution is missing because pav = 0 or p^ = 0. It may also be possible at times to use the method effectively when n is > 1 and one (or more) of the roots of a characteristic equation vanishes. We shall accordingly assume \q\, | r | > 1 or \q\, \r\<.\ and proceed to obtain a solution for the equation (14) when p = 0. If p(x, y) can be factored into x*y* (where x and A are positive integers or zero, but not both zero) multiplied by a polynomial p' (x, y) whose constant term is not zero, then a solution of (14) can be obtained by solving the two equations giiqx, ry) = x*y*gx (x, y), g2(qx, ry) = p'(x, y) g2(x,y), and multiplying the solutions together. The first of these equations is satisfied by losf x loor y
Qi(x, y) = fP-i)/2r^-i/2, where t = -r-5-, t = . &y ,v > ¡" * logg logr • As for the second equation, that is solvable at once by the methods of § § 1, 2.
A geometrical interpretation of what it means for p(x,y) to be factorable into xxy* p'(x, y) is worthy of notice. The terms of the polynomial p(x, y) are of the form xmyn; let the point corresponding to each term be plotted in the m, n plane. Clearly each such point will lie in the first quadrant or upon the positive m-or w-axis, and a necessary and sufficient condition that p(x, y) be so factorable is that there be one point of this set in the m, n plane such that if there be drawn through it parallels to the axes, every other point of the set will lie above or upon the parallel to the m-axis and to the right or upon the parallel to the n-axis.
When p (x, y) cannot thus be factored, our method of solving equation (14) will be to effect upon the variables x and y a transformation which will leave the given equation invariant in form but will change p(x,y) into a polynomial p(x, y) which can be factored in the desired manner. We propose to show that where each of the exponents is a suitably determined positive integer or zero, is such a transformation. It is readily seen that under this transformation the equation (14) becomes (16) gÇïx, ry) = p(x, y) g(x, y), in which
Hence it is our purpose to prove the following Theorem. The quantities a, ft, y, a in (15), each of which is a positive integer or zero, can in general be so chosen that (a) p(x, y) will be factorable into xx y p~' Çx, y), where p' (~x, y) has a constant term different from zero, and (b) \q\ and \r\ will be both greater or both less than unity.
Proof. The effect of the transformation (15) on the polynomial p (x, y) may best be observed in the m, n plane. By (15) the term xm yn goes into the term These lines lie in the second and fourth quadrants, or at most, one of them may coincide with the m-or the «-axis. Furthermore, since for m and n positive m and « are also positive, it follows that the angle 0, less than n, between the positive m-and-«-axes must include as a part of itself the angle between the positive m-and w-axes. By a proper choice of the exponents in (15) the m-and «-axes can be put into any desired position of this type so long as the slopes of the m, « axes are rational (or in particular, infinite).
Let us now consider again our set of points in the m, n plane corresponding to terms of p(x, y). A convex polygon can be drawn such that each vertex is a point of the set and every point of the set lies within or on the boundary of the polygon; let this polygon be constructed. Clearly it will have a vertex whose m-coördinate is less than that of any other vertex, or of any other but one. Call this point A; in case there are two such points, call the one with the larger M-coördinate A. Starting from this point proceed around the polygon in a counter-clockwise direction, lettering the successive vertices B, C, ... until a vertex is reached whose «-coordinate is less than that of any other, or of any other except one. Let this last vertex be called N; or, if there are two such points, call the second one met (the one with the larger wi-coördinate) N.
Now the slopes of all the lines AB, BC, ... are rational and negative, or in particular infinite or zero. If the slope of AB is not infinite, draw through A a parallel AR to the «-axis; if the slope of MN is not zero, draw through N a parallel NS to the m-axis. Then it is possiblegiven any vertex of the set A, B, .... N (exclusive of A if AB has an infinite slope and exclusive of N if MN has a zero slope), say B -to choose a, ft, y, d so that the w-and m-axes [the m-and «-axes] will 22' be parallel respectively to AB and AB, or to BA and BC, or..., or to NM and NS. Any of these choices will yield a transformation (15) which will take p(x, y) into a polynomial of the desired factorable type.
Secondly consider the condition (b). By hypothesis we have | g |, | r | > 1 or I g I, I r I "^ 1 > and it is necessary that J be positive or negative. Let us assume | q |, | r \ >■ 1 and try to determine «, ß, y, â so that J"will be >■ 0 and condition (b), as well as condition (a), will be satisfied. It is readily seen that |g| and |7| will both be greater [less] than unity if and only if
The second of these possibilities, however, necessitates J" being < 0. Hence if \q\ and \r\ are > 1 and we are to use a transformation (15) in which J is > 0, a necessary and sufficient condition that the transformation satisfy the requirement (b) is that a, ß, y, ô be determined to satisfy the inequality a ^ i°gkl > ß y log | r | ö '
But log|q| -j-log\r\ is a positive constant. Its negative therefore liés, in general, between the values of the slopes of two consecutive lines of the set RA, AB, BC, ... , MA/, NS; in particular, its negative may be equal to the slope of one of the lines AB, BC, ... , MN (AB excluded if its slope is infinite and MN if its slope is zero). In the general case, if a, ß, y, d be so chosen as to make the ñ-and m-axes parallel respectively to the two lines of the set RA, ..., NS between the values of whose slopes -log | q \ -j-log | r | lies, then the condition ( b ) as well as the condition ( a ) will be satisfied. In the particular case a solution cannot be obtained by this method.
Several observations should be made at this point. First, by determining «, ß, y, S so that the rôles of the m -and ñ-axes in the preceding paragraph are interchanged, we obtain a transformation (15) satisfying (a) and (b) in which J is negative and | q \ and \r\ are both less than unity. Secondly, in the case of \q\, |r| <c 1 a wholly similar discussion may be given. Thirdly, it is clear that in either case we can make | g |, | r | >■ 1, so that the words "or both less" may be stricken from part (b) in the statement of the theorem.
A solution for the equation (16) can be found by solving the two equations gi(qx,ry) =xxy*'gx(x,y), ~gt(~q.x,ry) = p'(x,y)~gs (x,y) and multiplying the solutions together; such a solution will be analytic throughout the finite x-and y-planes except at x = 0 and y = 0. Transforming this solution into terms of x and y by the inverse of transformation (15) we obtain a solution of (14) which is analytic throughout the finite x-and «/-planes away from x = 0 and y = 0.
4. The case of | q | = | r \ = 1
Theorem. When \q\ = \r\ = 1 the equation of the class (B1) in general admits no analytic solution that is not identically zero.
We distinguish two sub-cases: (i) when at least one of the constants q, r is not an nth root of unity for any positive integer n; (ii) when both q and r are roots of unity. The proofs will not be given here, for in each case a demonstration can be effected by the methods used by Carmichael* in proving the corresponding theorem for the linear ordinary q-difference equation; no very essential modification of Carmichael's work is needed beyond the introduction of a second independent variable, t * Loc. cit., pp. 165-168.
t One point alone deserves special mention. In constructing a proof in subcase (i) it becomes necessary to show that, any positive integer M being given and any x and y being assigned, an integer n can be found which is > M and such that the place (q*x,r"y) is as near as you please to the place (x,y). This problem is equivalent to that of finding an n > M such that we shall have |g"-l|<£ and |rn-l|<e, e (>0) being preassigned and arbitrarily small. If we set « = arg g and ß = argr, this reduces to determining integers n (>M), m, and p to satisfy at the same time the two inequalities \ncc -m-27r|<e' and \n ß-¿> • 2re | <: e'.
That such a determination is possible follows immediately from a generalized form of Theorem LTI, pp. 7-8, of Minkowski's Diophantische Approximationen, Leipzig, Teubner, 1907 . If in Minkowski's proof (p. 7) we allow his variable z to take on the values 0, M, 2 M,..., t* M, where M is an arbitrarily assigned positive integer, the rest of the proof goes through without change, and we obtain a theorem which may be stated as follows (for M = 1 it is Minkowski's) : Given two arbitrary real numbers a and b and any two positive integers M and t; there can always be found at least one integer n, M<nSt*M, and two other integers m and p such that the following inequalities hold simultaneously: \na -m\<-, \nb-p\<-.
5. The periodic functions The discussion of this section will be confined to the case of | g |, | r | > 1 ; each of the other cases covered by the existence theorems of § 2 may be treated in the same manner.
It has been shown in § 2 that, under suitable restrictions, the matrix equation (5) admits of two matrix solutions, which may here be denoted for convenience by 800 (x, y) and 8X «, (x, y) respectively. These solutions have been found to possess the following properties. 800(x, y) is analytic when x (:|= 0) is inside an arbitrarily large circle Rx about the origin in the «-plane and y is inside an arbitrarily large circle Da about the origin in the y-plane, and is identically equal to S(x, y). In a similar manner £« « (x, y) is analytic save for poles when x (z\z oo) and y (^ °°) are respectively outside arbitrarily small circles rx, r2 about the origins in their respective planes. If (x, y) lies within the region of convergence of the formal series solutions (7), we have Sxaa(x, y) = S'(x, y); if (x,y) lies outside that region, 8a0o0(x, y) is given by P~1(x,y) P-1(qx,ry)
where s is a suitable positive integer.
We now define a matrix A(x,y) by the equation (17) 800(x,y) = 8aax(x,y) A(x,y), from which it is clear that A(x,y) is a matrix of multiplicatively periodic functions such that A(qx,ry) = A(x,y).
The elements of A(x,y) are thus analytic, except perhaps for poles, in the region consisting of the «-plane between the circles rx and Dt and of the y-plane between the circles r2 andP2; it will first be proved that no such poles can occur. We have A(x, y) = S^1x,(x, y)S0o(x, y). The elements of tf^1«, (¡c, y) may have singularities at the poles of elements of S^ x (x, y) and at the zeros of the determinant \Sa0X(x, y)\. But outside of certain definite associated circles Rx, P2 the elements of 8^ «, (x, y), so long as neither x nor y is actually infinite, have no poles, and outside certain other definite associated circles Rx, R2 the determinant \Sxa0(x, y)\, so long as neither x nor y is actually infinite, does not vanish.* Now let any place (xx, yx) be chosen such that xx lies between rx and Rx and yx lies between r2
and Ri. We have A(xt,yi) = A(qxx,ryx) = ... = A(qsxx, r8yx), and s can be taken so large that q8 xx will lie outside the larger of the circles Rx, Rx and yet inside Rx, and rsyx will lie outside the larger of the circles R2, R2 but inside R2. Hence A(x, y) must be analytic at (qsxx,rsyx) and therefore at (xx,yx). From this we conclude Theorem n, AB. The elements of the matrix A(x, y) defined by (17) are functions possessing the multiplicative period system (q,r); these functions are analytic in the region consisting of the x-plane between circles rx and Rx about the origin and of the y-plane between circles r2 and R2 about the origin, where rx and r2 are arbitrarily small and Rx and R2 are arbitrarily large.
We shall find it worth while to examine these periodic functions a little more in detail. In order that they may be single-valued functions of position it will be convenient to think of each of the variables x and y as free to range over an infinitely many-sheeted Riemann surface of the type used for the logarithm, with branch points of infinite order at the origin and at infinity. Let us then make the transformation x = q1, y = rT, which maps the Riemann surfaces for x and y respectively in a one-to-one and conformai manner on the ¿-plane and r-plane, and define
A(x,y) = B(t,t).
B(t,r) is thus a matrix of functions single-valued and analytic over the region made up of the portions of the ¿-plane and r-plane within arbitrarily large circles about the respective origins. Moreover the elements of B(t, t) have additive, rather than multiplicative, period systems. Let x now be made to traverse a positive circuit about the origin in its own plane (y remaining fixed). S00(x, y) becomes S00(x, y)K, where K stands for the matrix (^"¡v _1 dy), dy-being as before the Kronecker ô. where L is the matrix (e2*p'r^ôv).
Thus when x has made a positive circuit of the origin, A (x, y) is replaced by
If, then, Oy(x,y) is the element in the ¿th row and jth column of A (x, y), the passage of x around such a circuit changes ay(x,y) to (-1T e~mr=itli fiW'Mom ¿kV^í-pHpj) affix,y).
Similarly if y be caused to traverse a circuit about the origin in the positive sense (x remaining fixed), ay(x,y) is replaced by (-1 )* e-^^ ¿wVogr a^ y) .
It follows that if bij{t, t) denotes the element in the ¿th row and jth column of B(t,i), then by(t+l,T+l) = by(t,t),
Thus the elements of the matrix B(t,r) are seen to be triply periodic, or perhaps one might better say "triply quasi-periodic." As such these functions are a special case of the functions treated by Cousin* in a memoir in which he discusses, with only slight restrictions, the properties of the general meromorphic function of two complex variables whose zeros admit * Sur les fonctions triplement périodiques de deux variables, Acta Mathematica, vol. 33 (1910), pp. 105-232. three systems of periods.* These restrictions are in general satisfied by the functions by(t,r).
The functions bv(t,t) are a more restricted type than those dealt with by Cousin in that they are entire, rather than meromorphic frnctions and in that the exponents of e in the equations (18) are linear functions of t and x rather than the wholly general entire functions which appear in the corresponding equations of Cousin. The Cousin paper also shows how a triply periodic function can be expressed in explicit form in terms of series of the type +00 Z ®n(t)enT. n=-<x> in which ®n(t) is essentially an exponential function of t multiplied by a product of 0-functions of t-a^> (af> being a constant (i = 1, 2, ..., k)). Hence the functions bv-(t, r) are expressible in such a manner as this, which is remotely analogous to the explicit form found by Birkhoffr for the periodic functions that arise in the theory of the linear ordinary g-difference equation.
A MORE GENERAL PROBLEM; AN INVERSE THEOREM
In the four matrices of formal series solutions as they were found in § 1, there seems to be a lack of symmetry. This lack, however, is only apparent, for in defining our characteristic equations we might equally well have proceeded as follows. Among all the polynomials pv(x,y) there will be one (or more) which contains x [y] to a maximum power; let that power be p [v) ; similarly there will be one (or more) which contains x [y] to a minimum power; let that power be In this form there is evidently complete symmetry, and we note that when x = I = 0 the matrices reduce to those of § 1. It immediately becomes clear, after the preceding remark, that the polynomialsPy(x,y) may just as well be taken as polynomials in x, 1/x, y, and \ly. In that event the formal work of the foregoing paragraph is unchanged, but x and I are negative (i. e., if terms in 1/x and \/y actually occur). Furthermore it should be observed that in the cases of \q\, \r\ > 1 and of \q\, |r| < 1, existence theorems can be proved almost entirely as above if the elements of the matrix are any functions whatever which are expressible in each of the following forms, the first valid in the vicinity of (0,0) and the second valid in the vicinity of (oo,oo): (19) xx if [convergent power series in x and y], xß yv convergent power series in -and -(provided, of course, the restrictive conditions imposed in § 1 are satisfied) ; the only difference in the results is that the solutions obtained may be valid only in definitely limited regions about (0,0) and (go, go) respectively. It is clear that a similar remark applies in the two remaining cases, \q\ > 1, \r\ < 1 and \q\ < 1, \r\ > 1.
We are now in a position to prove a theorem which is in part an inverse of some of the results that have been found in this and preceding sections.
Theorem III, AB CD. Let 0(x,y) and H(x,y) be two matrices whose elements, after multiplication by q-W-W2 r-A*'-v/2 x~p¡ {n tne case 0j C(x,y) and by q-tW-M3 r->k'-*)/2 x~p¡ {n the case ofH(x,y), are anglevalued functions analytic save for poles over the extended x-and y-planes with the exception of the places (0, 0) and (co,cc) and where i¡ya(i,j, a = 1, 2, . .. , n) approaches zero as (x, y) approaches (0, 0). Similarly, if (x, y) is in the neighborhood of (go, <*>), we have n Pii(x,y) = xPyv^qPa(s'ias'aj-\-t)'ytt), «=i in which r¡'ya(i,j, a = 1,2,...,») approaches zero as (x, y) approaches (go, oo). It follows that the elements of P(x,y) are analytic or have poles at (0, 0) and at (oo, oo). Consequently they are analytic except for poles over the extended x-and y-planes without exception, and are rational functions of x and y.
We have, then, the two equations (20) 0(qx,ry) = P(x, y) G(x,y),
H(qx,ry) = P(x,y)H(x,y).
From the preceding paragraph it follows that the elements of P(x, y) have at (0, 0) and at (oo, oo) the requisite forms (19). It remains to show that the roots of the characteristic equations for (0, 0) and for (oo, oo) satisfy the conditions imposed in § 1. To do this let us rewrite (20) in the form ii(qx, ry) = Zpí»(x, y)g«j(x, y) (i,j = 1,2,...,«). ffii For any particular i this system provides « linear non-homogeneous equations for the determination of the n functions piU(x, y) (u = 1, 2, ... , «). If they be solved for piU(x, y) and (x, y) be allowed to approach (0, 0), the coefficient in the leading term of the expansion forpiU(x, y) at (0, 0) being denoted by piuxh we have upon examination its roots are seen to be qPl, qP*,..., qp«. In the same manner we may show from (21) that, iipiupv is the coefficient in the leading term of the expansion for pm(x, y) at (oo, oo), then we have are qpL, qp'2,..., qp". It then follows from our hypotheses that the matrix satisfies all the conditions that it has been found necessary, in our earlier work, to impose upon the matrix of coefficients in the system (5). This completes the proof of the theorem.
If one of the two numbers | g | and | r | is greater and the other less than unity, an entirely similar theorem can be stated and proved.
In conclusion, we may call attention to the fact that a discussion of the equation (B') such as has been given covers also the cases of equations (A') and (C) for certain types of coefficient functions. In the first place, subjecting equation (5) to the transformation x = ql, y = rT, we see at once that our discussion disposes of the case of a system of equations of the first order of the class (A') when the coefficients are polynomials (or such other functions as have been noted above) in qx and rv. Secondly, if in (5) we set x = ql, y = r [x = t, y = rT], we find that our work has covered the case of a system of equations of the first order of the class (C') with coefficients which are polynomials (or such other functions as we have noted above) in qx and y [x and ry].
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